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Data retention, or records retention, is the practice 

of keeping records for set periods of time to comply 

with business needs, industry guidelines, and 

regulations

A strong data retention policy should detail how 
long data and records are kept and how to make 
exceptions to the schedule in the case of lawsuits or 
other disruptions

Data 
Retention



Identify and classify the data your organization holdsClassification

Compliance Know which legal requirements apply to you

Deletion Know when to delete data once it is no longer required

3 best practices for data retention



Data classification is a data management process whereby 

organizations categorize various information assets based on the 

sensitivity of the document’s contents and the audiences who 

should have access to said documents

These organizations might apply security policies to facilitate

this process

Classification: Definition



æ Objectives – The reasons data classification has been put into place and the goals the company expects to achieve from it

Workflows – How the data classification process will be organized and how it will impact employees who use different categories of 

sensitive data

Data classification scheme – The categories that the data will be classified into

Data owners – Roles and responsibilities of the business units, including how they should classify sensitive data and grant access to it

Handling instructions – Security standards that specify appropriate 

handling practices for each category of data

Classification: Policy creation

5 questions for handling instructions:

1. How must the data be stored?

2. What access rights should be assigned?

3. How can it be shared?

4. When must it be encrypted?

5. What are the retention terms and processes?



æ Discover the sensitive data you store and apply your data classification policy

Label (tag) each sensitive data asset in accordance with your data classification schema

What sensitive data do you store?

• Intellectual Property (IP)

• Personally Identifiable Information (PII)

• Credit card numbers

Where does this sensitive data reside?

Who can access, modify and delete this data?

For healthcare companies, this could be PHI such as patient names, dates of birth, 

Social Security numbers, medical data and histories, or prescription information

Define your sensitive data

Classification: Identify important data



æ

The 3 data types

Design your data classification model and define your data classification categories

Each category should detail the types of data included, along with guidelines for handling the data, and the potential risks associated 

with compromise. For example: PCI, HIPPA, and GDPR

Classification: Categorize the types of data

Public data Internal data Restricted data



Public data – Data that may be freely disclosed with public.

Examples include customer service contact email addresses and phone numbers

Internal data – Data that has low security requirements but is not meant for public disclosure. 

Examples include business data like marketing research and sales phone scripts

Restricted data – Highly sensitive internal data whose disclosure could negatively affect operations 

and put the organization at financial or legal risk. Restricted data requires the highest level of

security protection

Examples include data protected by regulations or confidentiality agreements, such as patient health 

information, PII of customers or employees (e.g. Social Security numbers), and authentication data 

(e.g. user IDs and passwords)

Classification: Data types



Data compliance consists of the ongoing processes to ensure data 

adherence to both enterprise business rules (government 

department, university, industry, or agency), and to legal, regulatory 

and accreditation requirements

Compliance: Definition



Compliance: Determining rules and regulations

æ Ensure data retention policies align to any of the compliance and regulatory restrictions (HIPPA, FINRA, PCI, etc.)

Retain any and all data that could be subject to legal discovery, or that would be needed in legal action

Determine any internal compliance rules that need to be applied

Organizations should consult with internal or external regulatory compliance specialists to determine which legal 

requirements for data retention apply to their organization



Framework/Regulation Data retention requirement

PCI DSS Requirement 9.8 says that organization must “destroy media when it is no longer needed for busines or legal reasons”

GDPR
Article 5(1)(e) says that personal data must be kept “no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are 

processed.”

CCPA
CCPA does not have minimum data retention periods for consumers’ personal information. Instead, CCPA requires organizations to 

hold onto data so that they can disclose information to consumers if requested

HIPAA

HIPAA does not impose retention requirements for medical records, but HIPAA does require that policies and procedures related to

HIPAA compliance must be kept for six years from when the policy was created or when the policy was last in effect. State laws 

typically govern how long medical records are to be retained

FERPA
For permanent student records, education institutions are legally required to retain data while the students is active plus six years 

after they are no longer active

GBLA Organizations should retain privacy notices forever and should set the retention schedule for other documentation based on risk

Bank Secretary Act Financial institutions, casinos, and other business are to retain records for 5 years

Fair Labor Standards Act Employers must retain payroll records for at least 3 years

Equal Employment Opportunity Private employers must retain personnel records for 1 year after the employment ends

Compliance: Frameworks and requirements



Guidelines for Cardholder Elements

Data Element Storage Permitted Protection Required PCI DSS Req. 3.4

Card Holder Data

Primary Account Number (PAN) Yes Yes Yes

Cardholder name1 Yes Yes1 No

Service Code1 Yes Yes1 No

Expiration Date1 Yes Yes1 No

Sensitive Authentication Data2

Full Magnetic Stripe Data3 No N/A N/A

CAV2/CVC2/CVV2/CID No N/A N/A

PIN/PIN Block No N/A N/A

Compliance: PCI DSS requirements

1. These data elements must be protected if stored in conjunction with the PAN. This protection should be per PCI DSS requirements for general protection of the card holder data environment. 

Additionally, other legislation (e.g., related to consumer personal data protection, privacy, identity theft, or data security) may require specific protection of this data or proper disclosure of a 

company’s practices if consumer-related personal data is being collected during the course of business. PCI DSS, however, does not apply if PAN’s are not stored, processed, or transmitted

2. Sensitive authentication data must be stored after authorization (even if encrypted)

3. Full track data from the magnetic stripe, magnetic stripe image on the chip, or elsewhere



Compliance: Archiving

æ Archiving – moving records to a cost-effective, secure, and less available storage tier based on a Document Retention 

Policy

• Best practice for reducing litigation exposure 

• Free up application space

• Improves application and reporting performance in the organization

The public cloud is a popular storage location for long-term retention. Microsoft Azure Storage, Amazon Glacier, and 

Google Nearline are among the options for low-cost archival storage in the cloud



æ Long-term records that expire their useful value and the document retention period should be removed permanently

Set expiration dates for ALL client data when establishing retention policies (unless it is designated to be retained in 

perpetuity)

Create a deletion policy to supplement the retention policy

Automate the deletion process wherever possible. This will help decrease storage and costs.

Resist the urge to hoard

Deletion: When to purge data?



• https://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/answer/What-are-some-data-retention-policy-best-

practices

• https://www.smartsheet.com/content/data-retention-policies-plans-templates

• https://kirkpatrickprice.com/blog/best-practices-for-data-retention/

• https://blog.netwrix.com/2018/03/15/data-classification-explained-what-it-is-why-you-should-

care-and-how-to-perform-it/
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